I have included two Earth Day acrostic poem pages (boy and girl). These would be a great way to celebrate Earth Day.

This simple acrostic rubric for Earth Day makes it easy for kids of all abilities to participate. Earth Day Third Grade Composition Poetry Worksheets: Earth Day Acrostic Poem. Grade 3: Our mentor text, Forgive Me, I Meant to Do It: False Apology Poems by Gail Haley. Students celebrated Earth Day with read alouds and coloring activities. At the end of the month first graders began a long-term project about the four ecosystems in our school. Antioch welcomes first Little Free Library on UCPS campus (reprinted with permission from the Chatham County Public Library), thanks to the hard work of five fifth-grade Girl Scouts. The library was recently honored as winners of a local Earth Day/Arbor Day Poetry Contest. It reminds me of a program I taught last year to a fourth-grade class in my school. Starting with a poem about Earth, we looked at pictures from the first Earth Day in 1970. It's National Poetry Month and the Earth Day parade is on the horizon. I'd never tried this workshop with first graders before, until last spring. I had a wonderful day spoiling my mom and hearing from both my students and parents. Thanks for stopping by our blog to see what's happening in our first grade classroom! This week we are working very hard on our Daily Five - Read to Someone-Poetry Collections double (4), Dr. Seuss (1), draft book (1), dyslexia (1), earth day (1), Earthday (2).

In 1998, she earned an M.F.A. in Creative Writing--Poetry from the University of Georgia. This group gives local first grade classrooms a gift of an environmentally friendly activity. "Earth First," Earth Day Celebration Follow-Up, was planned and executed by the first graders. Presenting a Thomas Locker book was a highlight of the day. It reminds me of a program I taught last year to a fourth-grade class in my school. Starting with a poem about Earth, we looked at pictures from the first Earth Day in 1970. It's National Poetry Month and the Earth Day parade is on the horizon. I'd never tried this workshop with first graders before, until last spring. I had a wonderful day spoiling my mom and hearing from both my students and parents. Thanks for stopping by our blog to see what's happening in our first grade classroom! This week we are working very hard on our Daily Five - Read to Someone-Poetry Collections double (4), Dr. Seuss (1), draft book (1), dyslexia (1), earth day (1), Earthday (2).
Thanks to Denie Inman’s sixth-grade literature class at Cataldo Grade School for contributing these Earth Day essays and poems. Had you recognized that natural gas doesn’t last forever, then would we be in this situation in the first place? Also.

As twenty million people joined in the first ever Earth Day, attention was (depending on the student’s grade level). Write an acrostic poem about recycling.

In this acrostic poem, the first letter of each line spells out “Earth”.

Students write an acrostic poem for the word. Great for 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade.

Earth Day Poetry Bookmarks – Combine national poetry month and Earth day and social studies into your first or second grade guided reading groups. Springtime poem, and now he needs an idea for an Earth Day project. Everyone else in As a first grade student, she would often rush through her classwork. On Earth Day, last Wednesday, April 22, Avon Elementary School First and The First Graders, donning greenery crowns, recited and acted out a poem.

Mrs. Wheeler: I have been teaching first grade for 12 years and have loved every minute! Digraphs · Dr. Seuss · Earth Day · Easter · Election Day · End of Year · Equal Shares · Even and Odd This type of research has been a huge hit with my first graders. Christmas in July Day 3~Winter Learning First Grade Poetry. I decided to create a lesson on syllables to go along with my Earth Day unit, and from there, I decided to have my first graders create a haiku about the Earth. Earth Day: Precious Creatures Poem Earth Day & #poetry month - celebrate with bug love Year End Projects – First Grade Poets Create An Anthology.
Grade Level Teams will complete Green Week Activities throughout the week. Mrs. Griffin worked with each grade level to write Earth Day Poems for our 2014, our first graders learned about changes in our community and environment.